Understanding Climate Variability of Urban Ecosystems through the Lens of Citizen Science
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MOTIVATION

CITIZEN SCIENTIST-DRIVEN RESEARCH

MEASUREMENTS USING SATELLITE

• Urban temperatures are increasing through a combination of regional and global
drivers.

What is the effect of our low-water use landscaping on neighborhood temperatures?

How can satellite measurements be incorporated?

• Cities are increasingly looking for opportunities to reduce peak temperatures.
• Fine-scale variation in urban climate may have a large influence on urban heat
impacts.

Figure 3. Citizen scientists mapped more than 200 local landscapes around
individual sensors they placed in their yards and neighborhoods. We are
comparing these ground-truth maps with high-resolution image classification.

• Harnessing citizen science, a land-atmosphere models, and satellite observations
may provide opportunities to assess fine-scale climate variation and heat mitigation
impacts.
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Figure 6. Highly
variable regional
climate is evident in
MODIS land surface
temperature (LST).
(Upper panel) Mean
LST showed strong
coast-to-inland
temperature gradient
with geographic
drivers. (Lower panel)
Localized temporal
variation is revealed
by standard deviation
of summer LST.
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Figure 4. Within individual quadrats, large spatial and temporal variation in
microclimate was apparent. (Left panel) Citizen scientist-placed sensors
showed differences in microclimate based on local land cover. (Right
panel) Networks of sensors within quadrats showed large microclimate
variation at <4km scales, differing among quadrats and time of day.

Figure 1. Research framework, questions, and project goals.
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CONCLUSIONS
• Citizen science enables many opportunities for enhancing
satellite observations in urban regions
• Urban climates exhibit large variation in climate at
neighborhood scales

ADVANCING URBAN CLIMATE SCIENCE
How well does WRF-modeling predict neighborhood microclimate?

• Regional climate models can provide insights to fine-scale
urban temperature distributions
• Satellite data complements in-situ and modeling approaches
by providing insight into localized temporal and spatial
temperature variation

FUNDING

Figure 2. The greater Los Angeles, CA study region with location of measurement quadrats and
microsensors. Sampling was done in summer of 2017. Land surface temperature (LST) shown.

Figure 5. Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) models simulate patterns of local climate. (Left panel) Modeled air temperature
showed good correspondence with observations (Adj. R2 0.78). (Right panel) The modeling generally predicts magnitude of spatial
variation, although diel hysteresis in predictions of spatial variability is evident.
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